How to Partner with an Executive Search Professional
Why You Should, and How To Do It
By David Perry and Mark J Haluska
Retaining an Executive Search Professional (ESP)
can be a cost effective way to secure the best
qualified executives, provided the relationship is
open and honest, with expectations clearly
spelled out from the get go. Consistent results
come from an absolute commitment to personal
service and quality. Your key to an outstanding
outcome is to ensure that the objectives of the
consultant are the same as yours, right from the
beginning. Here are the keys to maximizing your
return on investment.

Your HR organization feels confident that they
can staff this executive position in a timely basis
and demonstrate their strategic value to the
team. The senior team then presents the plan to
the board, who wants to see the return on the
investment and who wants to understand how
the company’s size, market reach and valuation
should be impacted. They not only approve your
proposal but encourage you to move quickly
because they have extreme concerns about the
new and emerging competitors entering the
marketplace. The stage is set for the recruiting
“perfect storm”.

The “Perfect Storm”
Let’s look at a scenario where the decision to
outsource recruiting and use an Executive Search
Professional (ESP) is imminently critical. You are
a member of the senior management team of a
successful business. You are profitable, but your
top line growth is not what you or your board
would like to see. You have some entrenched
competitors and some new ones just emerging.
You meet with the other management team
members and decide that you must expand your
product management, product development,
sales, and ultimately support personnel. You
collectively develop a budget for the acquisition
and employment of these resources; and at the
suggestion of your HR organization, assume
minimal outside recruiting help will be needed
with the exception of possibly a few contingency
recruiters.

Your HR staffing manager meets with the hiring
authorities and develops a brief description of
the “type of” individuals required. They then
look at existing job descriptions and determine
titles and compensation from the long-standing
company compensation plan. Having identified
the “type of” individuals, they check back with
the ultimate hiring authorities who really “don’t
have time” to review this and will assume they
can sort it out when they get to interview
candidates.

The HR organization then moves forward as
planned: buying advertising on LinkedIn, posting
to the various job boards, and encouraging
employees to submit referrals from their
networks. Because the market is growing, they
are inundated with résumés. Mostly these are
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people who aspire to become the type of
individual you are looking for but are far earlier
in their career and lack the experience; or
candidates who have long ago peaked in their
career and would now be taking a step back.
Further, there are key skills dealing either with
specific software packages or specific new
markets that are not emphasized in the generic
write-ups that were posted on the various job
seeker sites. The result is a flood of ambitious,
under-qualified (or entirely over experienced)
individuals, and for the few who are qualified, an
inability to attract them given the compensation
that has been (based on history and not current
market conditions) set from the opening.

This goes on for about three months, which
brings you to your next board meeting. The
board is still anxious about the organizations
competition and wants to know how you are
progressing with your expansion. The truthful
answer is: you are not. And further, you will not
until you change the way you are approaching it.
This fact leads to some difficult discussions and
some frustration on the part of the CEO and the
senior management team, and raises concerns
with the board.

Now you look at the more senior positions and
say “perhaps we should look outside for
additional recruiting talent to buttress our
overloaded HR organization” (who are sorting
through thousands and thousands of résumés,
almost entirely of low value, trying to save cost).
This brings us to the discussion of what kind of
recruiters to choose and what are the selection
criteria you will use to pick one. For the more
senior positions, you and the team choose to

look for an ESP who will help you fill those critical
openings.

Just as in every vocation, be it doctor, lawyer, or
engineer, ESPs fit on a performance continuum
from low to high. Your task collectively is to find
one on the high end of the scale. Bear in mind
unless you and the other senior managers
involved interview the prospective recruiters,
and also assume the role of ultimate decision
maker in selecting an ESP, this task will likely be
handed off to your HR or purchasing/strategic
sourcing department. More often than not, your
internal departments will be habitually inclined
to find the lowest price alternative. Alternately,
they may run to the largest firms, where they will
pay full fee for a severely limited candidate pool.
And in the case of HR, finding the “right search
firm” assures they regain whatever “political
juice” they may have lost by not making any
progress to date. The selection of a recruiter
must have senior management involvement.

Unfortunately, using a competitive bid strategy
to select an ESP is about as effective as bargain
hunting for a top-notch litigator when you are in
legal trouble or a top-notch heart surgeon if you
need a transplant. Drilling down deeper than
price should be your first order of business when
comparing ESP’s. Your eventual successful
recruiter should NOT be viewed as if they were a
commodity nor should the expertise be devalued
that it will take to bring these searches to a
successful conclusion.

While seeking value it is always important to be
wary of low fees. You are likely to get what you
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pay for, and at this point, everybody’s future is
at stake. A “recruiting mill” does not subscribe
to the maxim: “true ESP’s have to personally, and
by hand, shovel tons of coal to find the perfect
diamond.” Further, high volume recruiting mills
and more specifically their employees, have to
make a living. They do so by handling many
concurrent searches and sometimes simply
throw résumés at their clients as fast as they can
until something sticks.

Similarly, beware the seeming “comfort” of
arbitrarily using the largest search firm with
domain experience.
If they have domain
experience, they also have several companies in
the space that they are ethically (and possibly
legally via a contract) “barred” from recruiting
away from. This forces that firm to go farther
afield, usually raising the compensation cost,
introducing relocation cost and lengthening the
recruiting process.

Recall the scenario we’ve constructed. Your
issues are timing, suitability of the job
description, adequacy of the compensation, and
involvement of the management team in the
process. A true ESP will identify these issues very
quickly and help you sort through it. Most
retained ESP’s have held senior level positions in
a variety of companies and often had P&L
responsibility. They are likely to tell you up front
that what you are asking for can’t be done within
the price guidelines you’ve set. It will pay
dividends to listen carefully and understand
what they are going to do and how that
compares to what the lower cost alternatives
you may be taking under consideration. There is

far more to a successful recruiting agreement
than just the fee.

Amid all this stress, you and the other team
members desperately need a method by which
to as objectively as possible, evaluate your
alternatives and quickly move forward before
your competitor’s sense your hesitation. For
your convenience below is a set of key questions
and considerations to help select an ESP and
their firm. It should also allow you to understand
the value they bring and determine where that is
required. The ESP you seek will represent your
company when they talk to candidates,
competitors, suppliers, and other players in the
marketplace. They will represent your company,
and a bit of your strategy, in enticing the
candidate to interview for the job. Remember,
most of the people on the job seeker websites
are either unemployed or constantly seeking
employment. The ESP will help you find those
who are already employed and are more than
capable of meeting your organization’s
requirements, and in the aggregate at a far lower
actual OR opportunity cost.

The following Q&A section is paired with a
Recruiter Selection Grid here on the “Hiring
Greatness” website. The two should be used in
tandem to help you determine the best ESP for
your firm.

The critical questions to ask an
executive search professional
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1.

Is the ESP [unrestricted] to recruit from your
direct competitors if necessary?

You need to know if their off-limits list makes the
sourcing pool too small AND if it excludes some
or all of the firms from which you would want to
look at people. If they do, are they still able to
meet your needs? Some of the big firms are so
large that they can’t ethically recruit out of
thousands of firms. If your best candidates
would ideally come from a competitor, you’re
going to run into that. Make sure the ESP you
use does not have a “hands-off” agreement with
any of the firms you would like to recruit from,
or they won’t be able to ethically touch their
employees AND ethics matter greatly to search
professionals. None will risk the ongoing
relationship with an established client to feed a
new account. Your best advice: ask for a list and
check it.

2.

Does the ESP understand the role you need to
fill?

A good firm will help you refine the position
description based on their market knowledge.
Starting with a clear Candidate Road map; which
all parties have agreed to after participating in its
creation, is crucial to your success. Investing in
the front-end definition of role, responsibilities
and demonstration of achievements will
produce superior results. Tip: It’s impossible to
understand an organization’s culture from a job
description and “trial and error” recruiting takes
too much time. Your ESP can only gauge a
candidate’s fit if they have invested time with
several members of your organization and
performed a bench marking interview.

3.

Will an “experienced” ESP actually perform
the search?

Typically, the person you meet with from a firm
will be their most polished Business
Development person who may have a decade or
more worth of experience but play no ongoing
role in the search. There are many firms that will
put a team onto your assignment and while this
may sound great this “team” may be comprised
of very junior, largely commissioned based
people learning the ropes: often they’re freshly
minted MBA grads.
Who performs the search is important. What
you need to do before you sign any agreement is
to meet the person responsible for delivering
your project successfully. Make sure you know,
and are comfortable with the specific recruiter
assigned to the project.

4.

Do they have a high success rate?

All searches begin with the same goal: success.
However, not all end in success, so when you ask
this question be wary if the ESP has a personal
record of less than 90%. Be equally cautious of a
record too far out of this range on the low side.
There too, be very skeptical if they state they
have never failed. Also, recognize that even
though the firm may have a ‘team” of
consultants working on your project, the
individual consultant’s success rate is more
important than that of their firm. Your ESP will
be responsible for your project, so look for
individual results not weighted averages.

A success rate of 100% is impossible, so ask
which searches failed or required a replacement
candidate and why. It’s not a sin. There may be
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good reason the project was not successfully
completed.
However, you do need to
understand the reasons for the failure up front,
to ensure the same conditions do not exist for
your search. Generally speaking, when searches
fail and the ESP is at fault it’s because the ESP did
not work from a detailed requirements
document or they misread the corporate culture.

Experienced ESP’s know that both of these fatal
errors can be avoided all together by spending
time up front to detail a tight profile of the ideal
candidate.
Also, a detailed requirements
document may shave weeks off your search
because the process adopts a laser focus and a
“check box” like simplicity. More often than not
though, projects fail from abulia brought on by
interviewers who mistakenly believe there is an
infinite supply of imminently qualified
candidates who they have not yet met.

diligence they do defining the requirement: the
more the better.]

If a selected candidate does not work out, a
standard guarantee would typically be 30 to 90
(calendar) days: for very senior positions up to 6
months. You need to determine what an
appropriate period of time is for your company one year is reasonable, provided the contract you
have with the ESP is not one sided by either party.
Find out if during the warranty period and the
candidate simply doesn't work out, if they will reperform the search at no additional cost.

Talk about these issues up-front at the beginning
of the relationship. Of course these potential
concerns should be well documented in your
recruiting agreement.

6.
5.

Does the firm offer a performance guarantee?

You should expect to be successful but guard
against the unknown. You need to protect your
investment against two possible scenarios which
could leave with you with an unfilled position
despite having paid a full fee. Ask about
guarantees up front.

The search firm may present 1 or 2 or possibly 3
slates of candidates ALL of whom you deem to
be unacceptable. Will the firm continue to
search until they find a suitable candidate or will
they walk away? You need to ensure they’re in
it for the long haul with you. [Tip: you can tell a
lot about the firm by the amount of up front due

Will the ESP portray your company in the
marketplace in a manner that is wholly
satisfactory to you?

The ESP that you eventually contract (with)
should be regarded by all people within your
organization as an extension of your company.
They act as your advocate. You need to
determine if they operate in a way that enhances
your brand name, not only with the people
contacted and considered, but also with all those
rejected. This is a salient yet often overlooked
factor. Ideally you want the people who were
rejected to feel they were treated respectfully
and would want to work with you the “next
time”, and speak longingly about the one that
‘”got away”.
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7.

Does the ESP have experience recruiting at
similar levels?

This should rate as significant. You don’t need
anyone ‘cutting their teeth” on your dime. The
risks are too high. Project experience is
important. Recruiting the CEO for a $10-milliondollar company is not exactly the same as
recruiting a CEO for a $100-million-dollar firm.
Domain experience aside, understanding the
nuances specific to sales, marketing, operations,
and finance are paramount.
Likewise,
understanding the differences between public
sector and private sector companies in terms of
fit --- pace, leadership style, accountability, and
compensation --- is key to your success. The
same is true for public versus private companies.
Insist on using a professional who is an expert if
possible. You do not want an ESP who is still
learning the ropes and barely out of their rookie
season leading your search project.

8.

Who makes the initial contact with
prospective candidates? Does the ESP make
the initial contact with prospective
candidates?

It matters. In fact, it’s a significant consideration
to bear in mind. It is critical because most
prospective executives pursued by an ESP say
“no” when initially approached. Therefore, the
ESP personally needs to understand why the
overture was declined so they can repackage and
represent the opportunity until the persuasion
works. Often it takes five to six passes at the
better prospects before they become engaged in
dialogue.
Many search firms having
“researchers” first determine who is interested
before the consultant picks up a phone and
selects candidates to call --- BAD MOVE.

Before agreeing to contract with an ESP, and as
we pointed out earlier, you will in all likelihood
meet the firm’s most experienced business
development person when you’re being courted
as a client. What you need to do though before
you sign on the dotted line, is meet the person
responsible for your file. Will a junior person be
the person actually doing the work? Make sure
you know, and are comfortable with the specific
recruiter assigned to the project. (I suggest one
Search person and one Researcher is a good
team.)

9.

Can they articulate a well conceived strategy
for your search with identified target
companies organized by primary and
secondary industry verticals?

Your requirement for domain or functional
expertise (or both) influences is where you start
your search and how far afield you need to go.
Domain centric searches are best started within
the locale of your head office and then expand
according to geographic hubs. For functional
searches you should picture a dartboard where
the search starts at the bull’s-eye and expands
out in concentric circles outwards. Your bull’seye represents the geographic location for the
position. In the case of regional VPs of sales for
example, start your search where the remote
office is located and try and contain it there to
ensure your ideal candidate is plugged into local
markets.

10. Has the search professional ever had Profit
and Loss [P&L] responsibilities?

This may be important if you're hiring a senior
executive because senior people often will not
talk to junior recruiters. They want to know that
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they're being assessed by an industry peer who
understands their issues. This often only comes at the most senior level - with having P&L
experience. As important, the ESP needs to feel
they have the right to talk to the people they will
be recruiting as a "peer". That's an important
psychological issue that you shouldn't ignore. If
the consultant is nervous about assessing a
senior person, their unease will be felt in a
nanosecond and the consultant will be deemed
too junior to talk with, you may lose a viable
candidate. If you deem the ESP is not senior
enough, a "no" answer would be acceptable.

11. Is the ESP personally on any boards or
committees related to your industry?

Next to robust research, access to key decision
makers will make or break your search. Being on
the board of directors of an industry association
or being viewed as an industry insider works to
your advantage. If you are looking to speak with
the best talent out there, and not just who's
available at the moment, the ESP's credibility
should allow unfettered access to the A-Players.
In some cases, this "may" not be of all that much
importance, but if not an absolute must, you still
should query the recruiter in regards to their
knowledge of your company and your
competitors.

12. Are they able to devote an adequate amount
of time for your search?

How busy they are is often a bi-product of the
method of payment. It is not uncommon for a
contingency firm to have to work 5 searches for
every 1 which they complete.
Generally
speaking a consultant will need to complete one
$100k search per month at a 30% fee to take

home $72,000 per year personally. If the ESP
discounts the fee to 20%, then they need to work
7.5 searches per month. If they have taken on
too many assignments already, your search
won’t get the time and attention it deserves. (No
one can handle more than 6 assignments well –
3 being ideal.) The more searches they work the
less time your search gets.

13. Will the ESP work on your assignment until it
is successfully completed?

How do they get paid – retainer or contingency
often defines the service you receive. A retained
firm should provide a full service, whereas a
contingency recruiter will likely try to make a
"sale" as fast as possible. Which method more
closely satisfies your requirements? Both have
their place.
Retained firms are under contract to work a
project to a successful conclusion. While both
retained and contingency firms may pursue
active and passive candidates, contingency firms
may lack the incentive to finish if it becomes
difficult to locate or make the cold calls
necessary to attract A-Players in a reasonable
amount of time.

Contingency firms need to balance the workload
of their consultant’s desk to insure the
completion of a minimum number of projects
each month to stay in business. If the flurry of
activity and constant contact which heralded the
start of your search dwindles to every other day
or less, you’ll need to decide for yourself if
they’re dedicating an acceptable amount of time
because there’s no incentive for the firm to tell
you they’re not actively working the search.
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Their previous time is a sunk cost which they may
be able to recoup but only if they keep the search
warm and get lucky.

Tip: If you have 6-12 months to do a search, then
a contingency firm could be a good bet. Likewise
a small window would best be served by a
retained firm. You must assume that in the end
whichever firm you select is going to be
successful and will earn a full fee. You need to
appreciate the level of service commitment you
require to be successful. How busy are they?

14. Does this recruiting firm conduct business in an
ethical manner?

Ask the ESP what professional organization(s)
they belong to requiring that they practice in an
ethical manner. Ask them what standards they
are required to uphold and ask them if they can
verify their affiliation with that organization.

15. Are they going to approach both “active” and
“passive” candidates with equal fervor?

How many prospective candidates an ESP
contacts is not as important as the state of mind
a candidate is in. If you want to improve the
odds of attracting your ideal candidate, you must
insure the ESP is approaching “passive”
candidates: people who are not currently
looking. And frankly, this is one of the major
benefits of hiring an ESP.

If you only consider “active” candidates - people
who are currently looking - you will miss the

opportunity to speak with 80-90% of the
candidates who are qualified for your role. Put
another way, for a CEO or VP search your ESP
would talk to a tightly qualified group of 100
people to ensure your interests are being met
AND in that group 85-90, those people will be
fully employed. While it takes more time and
skill to cold-call or introduce a potential
opportunity to someone who is not looking, the
extra effort is worth it.

Also, when your ESP only presents candidates
who are actively looking, you may be competing
with other employers who are also interviewing
them. This is why the initial requirements
document needs to be tight and speak to a
qualified candidate’s needs. Packaging the
opportunity is key! This opens you to direct
competition, elevated compensation and a
lower probability of success. [Note: retiring
baby-boomers and a shrinking labor pool of
“talent” will only exasperate it.]

16. Are they experienced with structuring
executive compensation packages?

When you find your ideal candidate, their
attraction to your company won’t be based
solely on cash. Tying compensation plans to
performance is foremost. This requires your ESP
to understand the candidate’s “hot buttons” and
the limitation and permutations of your
compensation program.
They need to
understand what drives the candidate’s
performance to achieve your corporate goals
and what’s possible financially and structurally
inside your company.
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This is a more vital question the higher up in the
organization the new hire will be. The ESP should
be able to provide you with the most up-to-date
information for the discipline and/or geographic
area.

17. Does the search professional have experience
with executive relocation?

A national or international search will almost
surely involve relocation. Ask your ESP to
recount one or more problems they have
encountered before and explain to you how they
dealt with the issues. A seasoned ESP will discuss
relocation with every candidate they approach
at first contact – thus avoiding “unseen” issues
during the close. While getting initial buy-in
from the candidate and their significant other is
mandatory, it’s never enough. Rather, as the
interview cycle progresses the ESP needs to
address the relocation issue before and after
every round of interviews.

More to the point, they must speak directly to
the candidate’s significant other directly to
understand if there are any special needs that
may not be accommodated in a new locale. For
example, a lack of denominational schoolings,
restricted access to medical attention, and aging
parents are the biggest hurdles to cross – but
that is not a complete list by any means. Better
to deal with them head-on than at the last
minute.

Also, enquire about dual career considerations
up front and deal with them immediately.
Simply stated… you aren’t relocating an
executive – you are uprooting an entire family

and you must deal with ALL of their issues. If you
go with a strong belief that the candidate will
“have a grip on his family,” you can reasonably
expect to be disappointed because life is often
easier for the candidate on the home front if
they do nothing.

On several occasions in the past we have brought
a candidate’s spouse in to interview with them
and meet the senior team with their spouses
before we’ve made a final offer. We have often
followed this with a dinner party where the
candidate and his/her spouse are the guests.
When the candidate has a spouse who doesn’t
work outside the home, an introduction to their
new “executive family” often helps them
visualize their new social environment and
makes the move less unsettling.

18. Is the ESP willing to meet all the stakeholders
who affect the success of this position?

Your organizational DNA is unique. It’s what
powers you in the marketplace and is often
invisible to outsiders. Your ESP must triangulate
on the role’s power and influence correctly. At
the “C” level and for all VPs, the ESP should meet
with several external board members besides
the Chair to insure they clearly see the context
and expectations and “upside” clearly. They
should be willing to spend as much time as
necessary to understand the position,
marketplace and culture.
They are your
emissary and will be regarded by candidates as a
knowledgeable insider. Arm them to the teeth
with corporate knowledge.
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19. Does the ESP’s domain expertise hurt or help
you?

Here is where you must decide whether you are
best off with a functional or geographic expert.
Your desired outcome and timetable will
influence your choice. Do you need the best CEO
in the software industry or the best CEO in New
York? Or do you need the best software CEO
who will relocate to New York? Is there some
other permutation that works best? Localized
knowledge of New York will allow your ESP to get
off to a fast start but what happens if you want
to reach out to the best CEO in software no
matter where they currently live?

Domain experience will allow the ESP to search
farther afield but may come at a cost of heavy
“hands-off” restrictions – in which case a
boutique may be better than a national firm. As
you can see, there’s a lot to consider, but you
must assess the tradeoffs and plan ahead of
time.
20. Do you sense the ESP is going to be a true
partner?

A partner will first probe to ensure a full search
is necessary before allowing you to engage their
service. They will offer alternatives to a search if
they make more sense. A partner will refuse a
search if it requires “raiding” one of their existing
clients or other unethical behavior. A partner
will showcase candidates unvarnished: they will
not write or alter a candidate’s résumé to fit the
search.

21. Is the ESP physically located in the geographic
area where the position is located?

This question may or may not be of the essence.
It's a judgment call. On one hand an ESP with
localized knowledge may initially get moving
faster but there may be a trade off. You need to
assess if and when it could be necessary to look
outside the local area. Some recruiters just have
local reach while others are regional and/or
global.

22. To your satisfaction, can the ESP logically
describe a typical search?

Don't expect them to give away all of their trade
secrets, because they won't and shouldn't. Do
ask them how many contacts they usually make,
how they source candidates and how long an
average search takes.

23. Are they objective?

If you’re dealing with a firm that has a one year
guarantee – you have a partner with a vested
interest in your success. Successfully landing
your ideal candidate is challenging enough the
first go round. Neither you nor your ESP want to
have to conduct a supplemental search if a
candidate does not work out. Ideally your ESP
should be able to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of every candidate they bring to the
table against the backdrop of your requirement
and become more dogmatic on fit as the search
heads towards completion. They should hide
nothing. Their selections should be transparent
and advice objective --- even if that means
leaving a candidate at the altar and starting over
from scratch (because of ”fit” issues that arise
during interviews or reference checking).
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Often the difficult conversations an ESP needs to
have with a client revolve around experience
versus compensation. They also need to be
realistic with you about compensation. If the
ESP thinks your expectations are out of line with
the market reality, they need to say so. At which
point you need to walk through competitive
salaries with them, and reset the search
objectives or hire another ESP. Star candidates
understand their value and will not move unless
the opportunity is compelling and the
compensation attractive.
24. Do they have a pragmatic reference check
process which they will open up for your
inspection?

A professional ESP will not let you make an
unconditional offer without having thoroughly
referenced a candidate. They should encourage
you to redo one or more of the references
personally to check for accuracy and consistency.
They should help design the reference questions
to extract meaningful information.

25. In addition to a mere resume, will the
ESP professional provide you with highly
detailed supplemental candidate
information such as a “Confidential
Candidate Brief”?
Far too many recruiters will fling resumes at you
hoping one or more will stick. There’s little or

no additional work on their part beyond a mere
database search. It should not matter if the
search is retained or contingent, this is not the
level of “service” you should expect. A
”Confidential Candidate Brief” is a highly
detailed document that outlines all questions
that the recruiter has asked the candidate and
exactly what their responses were. Additionally,
a Confidential Candidate Brief may contain
supplemental notes and should shed light about
the “pluses” or concerns the recruiter has about
the candidate in the role being considered –
especially where “fit” is concerned. If the firm
does not produce this type of documentation
they’re a body shop – you’d be well advised to
walk away and continue interviewing other
prospective firms until you find one which will
work with you and your team.

Final Thoughts
Each company’s DNA is unique. No two
searches are ever identical. Each one requires a
fresh start and novel approach because they’ll
have different priorities and cultural nuances.
As with most branches of management
consulting, a thorough effort that is customized
to your specific needs will take months of
effort. For the Executive Search Professional,
their personal networks, business acumen, and
methodology along with their ability to discern
leadership and fit, are the most crucial factors
determining your recruiting success.
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